
Sashiko kit
Instruction with layout

OLYMPUS THREAD MFG. CO., LTD
( ALL RIGHTS RESERVED)

◆How to make an apron◆

2. Stitch the strings together.

4. Finish the apron. 
① Stitch the pocket to the
     main panel.

② Fold the string in half and put ① in between
    and baste it.

③ Stitch here.

Finished size     ：Bag 8  11/16 in  x 13  3/4 in  x  5  1/8 in,  Handle length 14  1/8 in
　　　　　　　     Apron 13 in x 27.5 in, String length 42.5 in ×2pcs
This kit inclues  ：Olympus printed sashiko fabric, Sashiko thread, instrcution
Things required：Sewing threads, Sewing needle, Ruler, Scissors, Iron

◆How to make a bag◆
1. Cut the panels, referring to the above layout and stitch in the
    designated panels as the above.

2. Make handles.

3. Stitch panels together.
① Stitch the side seam of four panels of the top fabric.

② Stitch     and the bottom to make
    an outer bag. 
　 

③
　 

④ Put the right side of      and       together,
    put the handles in between and stitch them together,
    leaving              of the opening. Turn and stitch the opening. 

◆Bag in small scale◆

7 1/8 in

・・・Panel where you do sashiko stitching
　　  As for the rest of panels, do not stitch in them and wash out lines, 
        after finishing.

◆Apron in small scale◆
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3. Make a pocket.

Fold the edge twice and stitch.

String（Wrong side）

Main panel
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Fold the side twice
and stitch here.

Fold 3/16 in of the seam allowance
inside and stitch the egde of the string.

There are two kinds of making instruction,
Bag and Apron, are available for this kit.

 Choose either of them.
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Like the same way as       , 
make an innter bag.

②
　 

③
　 

・・・Panel where you do sashiko stitching
　　  As for the rest of panels, do not stitch in them and wash out lines, 
        after finishing.

1. Cut the panels, referring to the above layout and stitch in the
    designated panels as the above.
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Stitch the pocket to 
the main panel and 
stitch  in the center
of the pocket.
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